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An IC Intervention for Post-Conflict Northern Ireland Secondary Schools

Abstract
Without carefully planned, sustained resourcing of children and young people, post-conflict Northern Ireland (NI) may fail to flourish. In May, 2016, MI5 (the UK domestic security agency) increased the security threat level from moderate to substantial for NI related terrorism. For over two years we have been partnership building in post-conflict NI to produce a plan for developing an evidence-based integrative complexity resource for NI secondary schools. Integrative complexity interventions have been shown effective at increasing capacities in a range of contexts, on different conflicts and extremisms, with diverse population samples (evaluated using the cross-culturally validated integrative complexity measurement frame). Based on over forty years of research,[1] integrative complexity measures assess how we think about our social world, from rapid, inflexible, closed thinking toward more deliberate, flexible, open thinking about our own and opposed groups. The latter predicts more peaceful outcomes to conflict. This research plan has the most rigorous and systematic empirical design to date, to advance the theory and method of integrative complexity science in partnership with end-users for promoting capacities to live well with difference and disagreement. The findings will benefit NI and other post-conflict regions struggling to overcome legacies of violence.
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Introduction

In the current and previous issues of this journal, articles have reported Integrative Complexity (IC) Thinking research results and pointed to future research directions to address security issues through educational, organisational, and community partnerships. In this article, we present a research plan to develop a new integrative complexity intervention for a post-conflict context, Northern Ireland (NI) secondary schools, using the cross-culturally validated measure of integrative complexity. Integrative complexity measures refer to the absence or increasing presence of slower, open, flexible thinking (e.g., from we’re right, you’re wrong toward I disagree with you, but see some validity in your view, and think we can find a way to work together for the sake of our children’s futures). Over four decades of research has established the psychometric measure of IC with predictive values; a drop in or low integrative complexity among conflicted groups predicts more destructive or disruptive conflict, while increased IC predicts more peaceful outcomes to conflict. This proposed research in NI will increase understanding about increasing cognitive (and emotional) management capacities in post-conflict contexts, supporting pro-social collaboration among conflicted groups after decades of violence. Our findings will have implications not only for security in the wider UK, but in other post-conflict regions. By security, we refer to not only the absence of threats to physical or psychological safety and identities, but to a positive peace that promotes community psychosocial health. At the


time of publication, we are hopeful for positive responses to funding applications and outline our partnerships and research plan to generate discussion about and support for research in post-conflict contexts.

Despite the 2006 Peace Agreement, sectarian conflict in NI continues. In May 2016, MI5 (UK government branch for internal security) increased the threat level from moderate to substantial for Northern Ireland related terrorism. The Department of Education in NI (DENI) promotes a culture of tolerance and reconciliation alongside improving the learning environment and fostering good relationships among teachers, pupils, and parents. Yet normal psychological processes can generate quick, closed, inflexible thinking about one’s own and opposed groups, reinforcing and perpetuating sectarian beliefs and behaviours, unless future generations become aware of and equipped to manage these processes to respect and work pro-socially with difference. The IC Thinking Group has been funded four times to design and test in a range of contexts with a very diverse sample an IC-based intervention to tackle sectarianism in Scotland, and to adapt and test another IC-based intervention to prevent


extremism in Scotland, already tested successfully in England and Kenya. These interventions pioneered the development, piloting, and assessment of IC interventions. This proposed intervention for NI learns from these past successes while making significant theoretical and methodological advances.

To advance scientific understanding about increasing IC management capacities in a post-conflict context (predicting pro-social interactions among conflicted groups rather than ongoing polarisation), we have planned a thirty-nine month (three years, three months) research project with the most rigorous and systematic empirical design to date. Alongside IC measures (instrument described below under Assessment Method), for the first time we will use five behavioural measures: empathy, resilience, emotion regulation, implicit attitudes, and a negotiation task, each of which we hypothesise to be integral to IC management capacities. Initial resilience measures in Scotland from a small sample of IC intervention participants show a significant increase. Including four other


behavioural measures (as above, empathy, emotion regulation, implicit attitudes, and negotiation task) alongside resilience will increase our understanding of IC management and other forms of self-regulation in a post-conflict context. Also for the first time, we will have internal and external control groups, alongside formal observational reports from within and outside the school. Internal control groups will test for the generalisability of the test group attitudes to the wider school. The different observational reports will assess the generalisability of change to contexts outside the test environment. This project will also pioneer student peer facilitation with staff support, plus six-month and one-year follow-up measures. The layered evaluation strategy will increase the validity of our findings and their implications for other post-conflict regions and contexts.

Using a participatory action research approach, over two years we have assembled a research team from University of Ulster and University of Cambridge, and established partnerships with an umbrella educational council (NICIE) and its affiliate schools in three cities (Belfast, Coleraine, Derry/Londonderry) for the design and testing of the new intervention.12 We have also formed an advisory board with the former CEO of NICIE, new UNESCO Chair in Globalising Shared Education, Director of Community Engagement at the Institute for Research in Social Science (University of Ulster), and Director of the Political Cognition Lab (University of Montana) who invented a software that provides computerised IC coding (as opposed to manual). Through these participatory relationships we have aimed to create a value chain exemplar for the social sciences from conceptualisation through to delivery for sustainability, thus increasing the potential security benefits (as above, understood as not only absence from threat, but community psychosocial health promotion).

Underlying theory

The IC Thinking Group’s early IC interventions (Being Muslim Being British, BMBB; Being Kenyan Being Muslim, BKBM) targeted value based cognitive capacities via the concept of IC.13 Increasing participants’

---

12 Action research includes many variations, five key elements are: participatory (whether in all aspects or specific parts of the research), co-learning environment with multiple ways of learning, reflective learning to empower and develop critical consciousness about systems and structures, practical and enabling process, and commitment to action (incite change), see Jessica Shaw, Kate McLean, Bruce Taylor, Kevin Swartout, Katie Queria, “Beyond Resilience: Why We Need to Look at Systems Too,” Psychology of Violence 6 (1 January 2016): 34-41. doi:10.1037/vio0000020.

capacities to access more of their own values enabled shifts from rapid, inflexible, closed thinking toward more deliberate, flexible, open thinking about themselves and others.\textsuperscript{14} Building on this initial research, the more recent IC intervention in Scotland was designed for very diverse demographics and linked IC capacities to increases in self, other, and systems awareness—metacognition, embodied cognition, social cognition—influenced by feedback loops that shape social identities and social ecologies.\textsuperscript{15} Two studies with one hundred and four participants in Scotland found significant impact with medium to large size effects, alongside significant resilience gains.\textsuperscript{16} All total, empirical assessments of fifty out of fifty runs of IC interventions, using pre-post testing, have found significant impact (increases in IC—more deliberate, flexible, open thinking—toward one’s own and opposed groups).\textsuperscript{17} Due to diversity in demographics and our commitment to action research (both requiring uncomplicated assessment designs with as low a burden for participants as possible), our assessment designs have been relatively simple to date. The time (over two years) spent building partnerships for this research plan will accommodate a more comprehensive assessment design to advance scientific understanding of the mechanisms at work in the measured changes.

Many social factors and personal experiences represent transition points for extremist violence, yet no one transition point predicts movement from beliefs to violent behaviors for all people.\textsuperscript{18} However, all extremist ideologies, defined as polarized positions on any ideological dimension, including political, religious, ethical, moral, philosophical, and ecological,


feature simplified, rapid, inflexible, polarized black and white thinking.\textsuperscript{19} We are attracted to thinking complexity levels that match our own.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, the common human experience of rapid, inflexible, closed thinking can render a person more receptive to extremist narratives and ideologies that can be used to justify acts and counter-moves of reprisal or violence against an opposed group.\textsuperscript{21} Social reinforcement occurs via closely overlapping group memberships (low social identity complexity) that reinforce a dominant social identity, for example, affiliations with a sport fan club, local pub, marching band, and social media chat groups that all reinforce Protestant or Catholic identities. In contrast, moving away from simplified, polarized thinking (low IC) via increased management capacities enables one to see more of the problem space and find links among differences. Socially, as a person recognizes and tolerates more diversity (complexity) within, and less overlap among, their own groups (increased social identity complexity), they see other groups with greater complexity, leading to more inter-group harmony and less destructive sectarian conflict.\textsuperscript{22} Students experiencing inclusive behaviors in or


\textsuperscript{21} As far as we know, integrative complexity is the only empirically based predictive measure in the field of Preventing/Countering Violent Extremism (CVE), as communicated to IC Thinking academics by Counter Terrorism and CVE experts at the United Kingdom (UK) Home Office, United States Pentagon (SMA program), U.S. Department of State (CT Bureau), the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN) of the European Commission (IC Thinking is a member of the RAN ‘pool of experts’), Local Government Borough Councils in the UK, and the Hedayah Organization, the global CVE think tank and training center (Abu Dhabi).

outside school show increased inclusivity across religious and ethnic lines, and challenge racism.\(^{23}\)

An increase in thinking complexity indicates a person is accessing more of their own values, e.g., being an independent individual, and belonging to a group. Wanting both independence and belonging fuels and motivates more complex thinking.\(^{24}\) Thus, increased IC management capacities do not require people to change but to express more of their own values, avoiding defensive reactance among participants. While low and high IC each has pros and cons, the wide-angle lens of increased cognitive management capacities equips people to avoid reducing others to views on one topic or depriving them of backstories, not justifying all behaviour yet affirming the intrinsic dignity of all.\(^{25}\) There are times when low IC is appropriate; if a vehicle is coming toward you at speed, move to safety.\(^{26}\) Increased IC management capacities empower people with a wider range of response choices in the face of difference and disagreement.\(^{27}\) Integrative complexity is not easily faked since the how or structure of thinking is held at a less than conscious level of awareness; participants cannot easily fake high IC by giving a right or socially accepted answer because the IC measures target the structure not the content of a statement.

Research design

Each of the three research hubs, Coleraine, Belfast, Derry/Londonderry, will involve one integrated school, two single identity Catholic schools, and two single identity Protestant schools. Single identity schools are more numerous than integrated schools.\(^{28}\) Table 1 outlines each research phase (for each year) with research questions and expected results.


\[^{26}\] Ibid.

\[^{27}\] Ibid.

\[^{28}\] Davies, “Security, Extremism and Education,” p. 12. The higher number of single identity schools and the achievements of the Sharing Education program—an educational network among single identity Catholic and Protestant schools in which
Table 1. Research Design Phase by Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase One (Year 1) All Hubs, All Schools:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus Groups 15 schools, Intervention, Assessment Instruments, Procedures, Pilot Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Groups 1–9; n = 72 (8 students x 9 schools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample per school: 4 students being trained for peer facilitation, 4 staff being trained to support students (intervention &amp; measures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No External Control Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Control Groups 1-9; n = 72 (8 students x 9 schools) measures only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a: Does intervention effect measureable changes as expected?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b: Are delivery guides adequate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c: Do assessment instruments elicit desired data without being overly burdensome?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Results: Measureable changes, some adjustments required to intervention, delivery, assessment instruments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Two (Year 2) All Three Hubs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Integrated school per hub: Test groups (intervention, pre-post measures) and internal control groups (pre-post measures only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Catholic, 1 Protestant school per hub: External control groups (pre-post measures only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Question 1. Do IC measures show significant increases post intervention (compared with pre intervention measures)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected result: Test Groups see ‘opposed’/’other’ group with greater complexity, reducing disruptive conflict and supporting pro-social engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Question 2. How do empathy, resilience, implicit attitudes, emotion regulation, and negotiation task measures correlate with changes in IC?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

students and teachers move between schools to take and give classes—are to be celebrated but do not necessarily indicate greater success than integrated schools. A range of factors may be involved. For example, single identity schools were established as part of the national school system in the 1830’s, while integrated schools began as a grass roots movement in the 1980’s (NICIE is now a non-departmental governmental body). This research aims to equip all school types, integrated and single identity, with a new resource for respecting and collaborating with difference. The design requires engagement among different school types without taking a stance for or against a particular school type. The Advisory Board includes the founder and Director of the Sharing Education program (the new UNESCO Chair in Globalising Shared Education) and a former CEO of NICIE. For more information on sharing education see http://www.schoolsworkingtogether.co.uk; for more information on integrated education see http://www.nicie.org/about-us/integrated-education/what-is-integrated-education/.
**Expected result:** Increases in empathy, resilience, emotion regulation; positive implicit attitudes toward ‘outgroup’; and improved peer-to-peer relations, correlating with gains in IC management.

**Research Question 3:** Do school staff report behavioral changes in categories a–d: a) reduction in disciplinary actions, b) improvements in academic performance, c) improved pupil-teacher relations, d) improved peer-to-peer relations.

**Expected Result:** Reports of positive behavioral changes in categories a–d. Integrative Complexity management gains are not a panacea, but increase the probability of positive changes in a–d, mitigated by each participant’s ‘starting place’ and other factors (e.g., mental health, home situation, life history).

**Research Question 4:** Do family members report positive behavioral changes at home?

**Expected result:** Family members report positive behavioral changes, in line with factors, such as stress or anxiety, that could affect family member reports (e.g., a participant may improve behaviorally, but the family member may be preoccupied, ill, or otherwise unable to recognize/report the improved behaviors).

**Research Question 5:** Do the three hubs show differences in IC scores, behavioral measures, self and observational reports (school, home)?

**Expected result:** Generally similar, variances possible due to historical, cultural differences across schools and hubs.

*In all cases, expect test group results to show significant gains compared to control groups.*

---

**Phase Three (Year 3) All Three Hubs**

1 Integrated, 1 Catholic, 1 Protestant, Each Hub

Test Groups 1–9 (3 hubs x 3 schools = 9) intervention and measures

Sample: One class year (10 or 11; ages 13 – 15); n = 225 ((25 students x 3 schools) x 3 hubs)

Internal control groups 1–9; n = 270 (((10 students x 3 classes) x 3 schools) x 3 hubs)

Measures only, to ensure group base-line attitudes are representative of wider school

1 Catholic, 1 Protestant each hub (NI has more single identity than integrated schools)

External control groups 1–6: 2 schools each hub; n = 150 (25 per class x 6 schools)

Measures only
Research Questions 1-5: as for Phase Two with the addition of cross test group comparisons for differences among school types as well as hubs

Expected result: generally similar, variances possible due to historical, cultural differences across schools and hubs.

Phase Four (first 3 months Year 4)
All three hubs, all schools with test groups

Test groups 1–9: 12 (approx. half/each test group); n = 108 (12 students x 9 schools)
Sample: one class year (10 or 11) aged 13–15; brief refresher, pre–post measures

Internal control groups 1–9: 12 (approx. half/each test group); n = 108 (12 students x 9 schools); no brief refresher, pre–post measures

Research Question 1. Do IC and behavioural pre and post measures show changes after time lapse and will changes vary according to amount of time that has lapsed?

Expected result: Possibly further gains or a decrease in IC and behavioural measures; magnitude may decrease as more time has lapsed.

Research Question 2: Do measures vary among schools and hubs?
Expected result: Generally similar, variances possible due to historical, cultural differences

Assessment Method

Sample Recruitment

Over two years, we have built partnerships with NICIE (former and current CEOs, Senior Development Officer), and with heads and staff of three NICIE affiliate secondary schools in Belfast, Coleraine, Derry/Londonderry. Each school has designated a staff member for project interface and has made space in their timetables and classroom allocations for all deliveries. All staff in each school will be briefed to support IC learning (phased so as not to interfere with testing when the intervention is delivered in a particular school). With the support of the current CEO of NICIE, we are working with the NI Education Authority, CCMS (Council for Catholic Maintained Schools), and the Sharing Education programme, to identify four Single Identity schools (two Protestant and two Catholic) per hub receptive to project involvement. Logistics will be worked out with Single Identity schools regarding involvement in focus groups and piloting of new intervention during Phase One (Year One). They will not receive test delivery of the new intervention until Phase Three (Year Three), to enable us to work out delivery bugs with
one test group per hub. As an incentive for administering control measures without the intervention (one-year delay as compared to integrated schools), the twelve Single Identity schools will receive one iPad per school. The schools that have had the intervention will support delivery in the final schools providing control groups in phase three; agreement to provide support is required for participation.

**Assessment Instruments**

Measuring IC: To date, IC Thinking interventions have used Paragraph Completion Tests (PCTs), anonymous written responses to four paragraph stems about self-identified in and outgroups used in research over four decades, and considered the gold standard of IC assessments.\(^{29}\) We will advance the science of IC assessment by designing a new IC assessment instrument for varying literacy levels of secondary school students.

Participant responses to the new assessment instrument will be measured pre-post intervention for IC changes using the cross-culturally validated IC coding framework.\(^{30}\) Twenty percent of the responses will be IC coded manually; we have access to at least five qualified IC coders. All responses will be coded electronically using Auto IC software, currently being piloted on other projects.\(^{31}\) Manual IC coding could be burdensome for this sample size, which is needed to advance our understanding of cognitive complexity and behavioural changes in post-conflict contexts. The sample size is also needed to test effectiveness of the new intervention in three different school types (integrated, single identity Protestant, single identity Catholic) in three cities across NI. Each city has a different legacy from the Troubles. As noted, the inventor of Auto IC is an Advisory Board member and we will work closely with him on our use of Auto IC.

Participants will be asked to prepare end of intervention oral presentations on what learning about IC has meant to them, what they are doing differently, and with what outcomes. These presentations will be audio recorded and then anonymised by the transcriber blind to conditions and participants. Depending on participant confidence, they may speak from notes, read aloud their responses, or respond in an interview format. Transcribed responses will be coded for IC as above (twenty percent manual, one hundred percent Auto IC). Presentations will

---

\(^{29}\) See note 1 above.

\(^{30}\) See note 3 above.

also serve as anonymised self-reports of learning. Behavioural measures will focus on empathy, resilience, emotion regulation, implicit attitudes, and negotiation, as described in Table 1. Observational reports via questionnaires designed for school staff and family members will assess specific behavioural changes outside of the test context, also described in Table 1.

**Intervention design**

IC Thinking interventions increase IC management capacities by promoting whole brain processing through an experiential and participatory design based on insights from neuro-science, pedagogy drawn from Theatre of the Oppressed and transformational learning, as well as social and neuro psychology.32 Typically delivered as eight two hour sessions (sixteen contact hours), participants experience how quickly in-group-outgroup biases can emerge, even in role-play.33 They then experience moving from closed, inflexible (low IC) thinking toward open, flexible (high IC) thinking on debated hot topics using taught strategies (such as, finding shared underlying values, cherry-picking what is best from each viewpoint). The hot topics currently debated in NI will be identified with focus groups from integrated and single identity schools in each hub. Guided exploration of values and viewpoints on issues debated in their own communities enhances empathy and perspective taking for constructive engagement with opposition and disagreement (Catholics versus Protestants, or other opposed groups) without sacrificing own core

---


values. Each session invites participants to create and inhabit new narratives in contrast with polarised narratives on offer after the Troubles.\textsuperscript{34} These experiences shape imaginations with hope for a future where differences do not prevent collaboration and dysfunctional feedback loops are replaced by intentional loops co-created collaboratively in the face of difference and disagreement.\textsuperscript{35} (The time-frame/delivery schedule will be standardised in partnership with our end-user partner schools.)

Conclusion

As demonstrated by the recent MI5 warning about NI related sectarian violence posing a substantial threat to the UK, post-conflict legacies can create security challenges to safety, identities, and community psychosocial promotion.\textsuperscript{36} This research project offers the potential to reduce the threat of violence from such legacies through an education-based intervention developed through a value chain exemplar for the social sciences, from conceptualization through to delivery for sustainability. Supported by our Advisory Board, we will work with public bodies, policy-makers, and educators to expand the network of schools and students equipped to respect and work with difference in pro-social ways via wide rollout of this new evidence-based intervention in NI secondary schools. If less successful than anticipated, then increased understanding of IC management amongst secondary students and staff in a post-conflict context will generate further research and development, supported by increased social capital (strengthened relationships in school communities and amongst different school types across three cities, enhanced skills and self-awareness, experience of research processes and evidence-based resources). Experiencing interconnections in new ways, through the experiential, embodied learning in this new IC intervention, participants will emerge with richer understandings of their communities, leading to changes in relationships and behaviours.\textsuperscript{37} Other post-conflict regions will also benefit from the new understandings generated by this research.

Our aspirational vision is to seed a Northern Ireland IC Centre and Network for ongoing research to resource schools and communities and collaborate with other post-conflict contexts. While there is no panacea for post-conflict peace-building, the approach developed in this research

\textsuperscript{36} See note 6 above.
\textsuperscript{37} See note 21 above.
will contribute to that effort and support and compliment other approaches, making all efforts more effective long-term. A less divided NI will be a more secure, stable, prosperous region, attracting investment and further innovation for employment, social services, the arts, and scientific discovery. The vision of a Centre may transition into something more appropriate for NI. Meanwhile, our end user partners have been inspired already to expend much time and energy in laying the foundation for a successful project.